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Editor’s Note

We are pleased to announce the newest release of the Journal of Contemporary Narrative
Therapy. This release includes our second Spoken Word Publication with Dr. Afiya Mbilishaka
called “Adorning Black Bodies: Race Narrative Therapy in Black Hair Care Spaces.” In this
interview, Dr. Mbilishaka highlights her innovative development of “Psychohairapy” which
brings narrative therapy into the already politized black hair care spaces to counter the effects
of racism on black lives and bodies.
The second publication in this release is a paper by Sanni Paljakka called “What’s So Narrative
about Narrative Therapy.” In this paper, Sanni takes up Michael White’s call to propose
alternative metaphors for narrative practice that can answer the question, “What is rich story
development?” Her answer to this question just might surprise you.
The last publication in this issue is a paper by David Epston called “How Michael White Came
Up with the Idea of Externalizing: An Educated Guess.” Here, David reminisces about a book
that he discovered, “Social Reality” (1973), edited by Farberman and Goode, that he
subsequently lent to Michael which may very well have paved the way for the naming of the
practice of externalizing.
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Adorning Black Bodies: Race Narrative Therapy in Black Hair Care Spaces
Afiya Mbilishaka, Ph.D. University of District Columbia
Given that black hair care spaces have always played an important role for the black community
to talk about their lived experiences of racism in a safe environment, in this Spoken Word
Publication, Dr. Afiya Mbilishaka talks about how she developed Psychohairapy and race
narrative therapy as a response to the ways that racism and white supremacy have currently
and historically targeted and weaponized black hair and bodies. By boldly questioning who and
what are qualified to heal, Dr. Mbilishaka seeks to mobilize the already politicized nature of
black hair care spaces by teaching black barbers and hair stylists narrative therapy practices
designed to deconstruct stories of racism and to heal the embodied effects of racism through
the adornment of black hair and bodies.
This publication is available in both video and audio format:
For video file click here:

For audio file click here:
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What’s So Narrative About Narrative Therapy?
By Sanni Paljakka
In honour of Alicia, Nena and her dad, Alyssa and her dad, May and her mom, Margaret and her
daughter and son, Sofia and Shirley, Shannon and her grandmother, Ayia and her daughter, and
many others who remain unnamed but present.

Prologue: How a Stutter Supervised Me Into a Story
It was my first session on my first day of my first job as a Narrative therapist. Much was on the
line, as the psychologizing ideas of treating people that I had been trained in had left me with a
stutter and a suspicion that perhaps I should be a florist instead of attempting to speak to
people. But here I was, after earnest negotiations seeking permissions from my superiors to
practice “all-out Narratively” or, not at all. Out of fear of the return of my stutter that would
surely bring this dream job to an end, I had practiced Narrative questions for months, first
recording myself speaking them, and then listening to these recordings during car-rides and my
kids’ naps. I will never forget what happened next, and it is timely for me to return to the story
of this session now as it proposes an important question: what is so Narrative about Narrative
therapy?
Her name was Alicia and she was as nervous as I was that evening (we later confirmed that). I
asked Alicia what was so important to her as to wish to come to speak to someone like me that
night and watched her slump forward in her chair: “I have depression,” she confessed. Before
she continued, I asked (while picking my words very carefully so as to be able to form them
without stuttering), “forgive me, this will make me sound like an idiot, which maybe I am, but:
what exactly is depression?” Alicia laughed a little. Relieved and slightly fortified that I had
gotten the words out, I continued, “like what is that for you, in your life?” Alicia accepted the
question and went on to describe a “lack of motivation” and a “stuckness.” I didn’t know much
about those words either, so I inquired, “what do you mean, stuckness, - when does such a
thing happen to you?” Before long, there were questions like: “What are you stuck in front of?
What do you see?” and as all my fears of stuttering abated, Alicia and I stepped inside a story:
she told me of the rain coming down on some days (“tell me of those days when this happens
to you?”), and her standing in front of a muddy, overflowing river (in response to: “what kind of
a river?”), and her wish to move, and cross the river, but not knowing how. “Why do you wish
to cross it, why not just stay over here?” I asked, “what’s on the other side, what do you see?”
Alicia cried: “my sister. My grandmother.”
“Why is it so important to you to get to them?” I asked quietly. “Because I need to tell my
grandmother something important before she dies. I am afraid she won’t understand me
though, she is very Catholic, and I am afraid how she’ll respond.” “Are your sister and
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grandmother wishing for you to cross, willing you on, or are they not aware of your efforts?”, I
asked. Alicia replied: “No they are not exactly aware, - I am just, I don’t know I’m just stuck, I
don’t know where to begin.”
At this point in the conversation, my remembrance of where we were and what we were doing
came over me like a flash of panic: I am a beginning Narrative therapist, and this is my person
and this was supposed to be Narrative therapy. I realized I had not asked any of the questions I
had so thoroughly practiced and prepared to ask. We may have been exploring an “experiencenear description of the problem” with questions I quickly swore I would hide and deny I ever
asked. And then we had veered off deep into the river-lands prior to finding out about the
“effects” of the problem or the person’s “evaluation of them.” Determined and earnest to “do
Narrative therapy,” I stopped and asked Alicia what I had practiced: “when the stuckness is
around, what does it try to convince you of about what’s possible in life?” Alicia paused. “What
does the stuckness tell you about who you are as a person?” “What?” Alicia asked me in
response, “I don’t understand.” – which surely she didn’t as we had just been walking together
inside her story and I had panicked and stepped outside of her story to ask questions that didn’t
fit with the story arc. “Oh, I’m sorry,” I hastened in realization of the breech of how we had
been speaking, and took a breath – “never mind that. That didn’t make any sense at all. Can we
go back to the muddy river together? To your sister and grandmother and your wish to get
across to them? I have 2 questions for you to choose from: do you wish to say what it is that
you want to tell your grandmother, or do you wish to speak about ways of crossing the river?”
“Both. But the second option first,” Alicia smiled.
“How to get across, I see.” I smiled as well. “Well: can you swim?” I asked, in response to which
Alicia couldn’t help laughing out loud.
On that night, Alicia and I spoke of swimming and boats and of roped ziplines across the river,
of secrets between generations and of shame. Alicia told me of her grandmother’s eyes, and
how they were trained in Catholic faith, and of Alicia’s fear that this would keep her from
accepting Alicia’s queerness. She told me of the feel of her desire to be close to her
grandmother again, as she had been when young. In this first session, I sure learned fast to
never take for granted all that might lie beyond the word “depression.”
Despite the compelling intimacy of this conversation, I remained convinced that I had betrayed
every ethic of Narrative therapy by not asking the Narrative questions I had practiced and
resolved to ask. I told myself that I could be excused this one time, as I had been too busy trying
to speak at all and resolved to try harder next time around. Only the “next time” proved elusive
in its coming - the damn stories the clients told me kept “distracting” me! It took formidable
encouragement by Narrative therapists I respected to finally turn my attention from my
perceived failure in asking proper questions towards studying what I had done instead. It took
this encouragement, seven years of meeting hundreds and hundreds of clients, a practice of
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poetry-writing to these clients, and additional powerful doses of anti-venom in the form of antimisogyny training for me to take my own practice seriously and say what I am about to say:
I am a Narrative therapist. I have been taught, over these years with my clients, to not work
primarily in landscapes of identity or landscapes of action, but in landscapes of landscape: the
scenes, the settings, the characters, the dilemmas, the mysteries, the feelings, the words of the
story that a person is telling me in our conversations. In other words, I work in stories. I have
learned that my intimacy, my faithfulness, my compelled-forward-ness, and my next question
ought not come to me from outside a story like a “deus-ex-machina.” I ought not turn a
concentrated focus of attention on myself like a navel-gazing shock of panic, but every ounce of
my focus deserves to be on a client’s story. A client put it this way to me: “I promise to listen,
and not in a way that is waiting my turn to speak, but in a way that I dissolve into nothing but
my ears and heart.”
Michael White writes, “I do appreciate the fact that not everyone will relate to the “map” and
“journey” metaphors and that there is a whole world of metaphors that can be used to
characterize therapeutic practices. I welcome efforts to translate the practices into terms
associated with alternative metaphors.” (Michael White, 2007, Maps of Narrative Practice, p.
6). So what is so Narrative about Narrative therapy? It is, as the name suggests to me, the story.
For the purposes of this essay, I have chosen to highlight a few ideas I have learned about
taking the story metaphor very seriously by drawing on examples of “botched remembering
conversations” from my therapy sessions. This choice is slightly arbitrary – it could have been
“botched externalizing conversations” or “botched reauthoring conversations.” In each realm,
the botchery is remarkably similar as it is always in favor to find the means, not for identity
stories, but for stories to live by.

Introduction: From “Unstories” to Stories
In my storying practices with my clients over the years, I have come to learn that clients come
to me, not so much with a “problem story” but “no story” at all. Or perhaps more specifically,
clients and I most often begin our conversations in a place of “unstories” or “anti-stories”, both
concepts which I owe to Kai Cheng Thom. Consider Alicia’s “depression” – the word
“depression” is not a story, and neither are the descriptors of “lack of motivation” and
“stuckness.” A “story” has memorable characters, a setting in the person’s every-day life, a
plotline in which grave and substantial matters are at stake to all involved, and a protagonist
who is puzzling over it all in a unique voice and full of feeling and questions. All our lives are full
of such stories, - they may be otherwise called “lived experience,” but where have these stories
gone in our exchanges with each other and ourselves? When was the last time you told a story
of your ordinary life, one of suffering or of joy, complete with a setting and characters and rich
in the suspense of moral dilemmas, to a captivated listener? And if you did so, who taught you
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to do such a thing? -Run to them and thank them now! Do this, because I am convinced that in
the current nexus of neoliberal, white-supremacist, life-coached, twittered, tindered, busy and
hateful world, we have slowly been colonized out of our own companioning storytelling to a life
of setting-less, character-less, plot-less and vague rhetoric that characterizes “unstories.”
At this juncture, Narrative therapists can usually rally behind me in easy camaraderie: of course,
“depressed” is not a story. However, when I venture in the same vein that “courageous” is not a
story either, the discomfort begins. Nevertheless, this is the crux of my work: it does not matter
whether the descriptors that follow clients’ feet to our therapy spaces are “positive” or
“negative” in connotation. In fact, too often descriptors are labeled and categorized as
“positive” (and therefore amplified) or “negative” (and therefore subsumed and treated under
the “problem story” category) by good and aspiring Narrative therapists (who are also whipped
forward by the same success-worshiping injunctions to our lives as our clients). Just as
“depressed” or “borderline” or “eating disordered” or “co-dependent” etc. are not stories,
neither are the descriptors “brave,” or “caring” or “loyal” or “empath” etc. (substitute any
other descriptive labels here). Descriptors, labels, identity conclusions, whether they be sparkly
or dirty, are not stories. I have become convinced that the insistence on the practice of
“meaning making,” and driving rich stories toward one-word identity conclusions by way of the
question “and what does this say about you?” is a distraction from the most “powerful
practice” (White, 2004) there is to know: that of “rich story development” (which is surely one
of the most-often quoted Michael White phrases).
Consider the following description from an intake conversation:
…All I know is I have a feeling of not belonging, no sense of purpose, dread, (except when
I am in nature, with my boys, or in a place where I feel comfortable). It is a fundamental
lack of sense of self being ok and lovable. It is probably rooted in lack of coherent and
safe attachment to my Mom who primarily raised me.
Maybe happiness is the wrong term, but from the bit of Buddhist reading I have been
doing, I think that one can learn to be more calm, peaceful, contentedness through
mindfulness and being present- rather than spiraling from all the shit that seems to be
what life mostly throws at us. I certainly get that vibe from certain people, like many of
the yoga instructors, and you also gave me that sense.
I don't want to keep wondering what this is meant to be about, I need to find a sense of
purpose, I need to find connection, and I need to make good choices in relationships, and
value what I have to offer…
This description exemplifies what I mean by “beginning in a place of unstories.” What is a story
of “belonging” for this person? Tell me of “dread.” What is the feel of “dread” in your veins,
where does it happen to you, in response to what? What of the word “purpose?” Where and
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when did you ever walk with your steps full of purpose? Who was there to see it? Or maybe
you only felt it, and hid it in your heart? What are the stories of “the boys,” and “mom” and
what on earth happened between mom and daughter, in a thousand looks exchanged, I
imagine? And what, then, of the “boys” eyes on you and how do they spell comfort? What are
these stories of what happens to your soul, your body, your mind between “comfort” and
“dread?” What do you mean, “nature” – where on this earth is a place in “nature” that
surrounds you with comfort? Can any stories be found with yoga teachers or Buddhist readings
and can the words spoken here come to life: “calm,” “peaceful,” “contented” – or do they serve
as spaceholders for other longings? Tell me, my dear, who spoke you into being as “unlovable?”
Why? And what on earth happened next? I hope that in our first meeting we will litter the place
with your stories, and such stories as no one else has ever told.
Since the inception of Narrative therapy as one of the anti-therapies to the medical model, the
master colonizer—the vernacular of the unstories of the DSM— has been on a relentless march
forward and has had unprecedented success in ripping up our diverse languages for our own
experiences, of diminishing our bodies and our thoughts and those of our ancestors, and soundproofing our visions of our own worlds to sound generic, disposable, and replaceable.
During my seven years of working in the midst of a non-profit agency, among the halting,
stuttering, and at times fierce and bold stories of people who were not born into privilege, of
women, queer folk, poor women and women of colour, of chronically ill women, and of the
stories of what happened to them in their lives, in their families, communities, workplaces,
bedrooms, drug houses, backs of cars, and hospitals, I have become convinced that the master
colonizer’s vernacular, the DSM, combined with the sexism, racism, transphobia, homophobia,
and ableism of our world have particularly attempted to steal their rights to positions of
authorship and roles as protagonists of their own life stories. To be an author, and
simultaneously a protagonist of one’s own stories, are claims of moral substance, belonging,
authority, shaping rights and interesting-ness in one’s own right. Put another way, those who
have been relegated to the sidelines of history by dominant, privileged and powerful others
also have a history of being relegated to the roles of minor characters of more privileged
protagonist’s stories. In my meetings with clients, it has always been my mission to return their
own stories into their hands from the prejudice and murder of the unstorying attempts on their
lives.
As Narrative therapists, our questions in our meetings with those who suffer, are only as good
as the stories they elicit. In my supervision and training of students at our agency, I have
stopped caring about my students’ knowledge of Narrative therapy and have invested in the
education of their talent and attention to elicit and witness stories, the stories of a radical
other.
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If ever you have had the experience of a person listening to a story of your life with rapt
attention, someone who didn’t have any place better to be in that moment and willed you on
to keep talking, because they reveled in the beauty, wildness and danger of all of life in your
story – look upon such a person kindly tonight. Both the capacities for storytelling as well as for
the witnessing of stories have become a spare and strange rarities in our times, but ones that
we would do well to look to in our efforts at healing.
Chapter 1: Sweetheart, I could get drunk just watching you perform this life
I met Nena and her dad a year later after that first conversation with Alicia. As with Alicia, I had
a similar moment of panic of not quite being able to remember the steps of “re-membering
conversations” when Nena mentioned in her first remarks that her dad had died two years prior
and that she wished to speak with me about this. As with Alicia, the conversation that followed
is etched in my mind for its aliveness,- and as with Alicia, I am now breaking my vow of the
time to never show how I had, in my mind, “gotten away” with yet another botched practice, in
this case, a remembering conversation. I will weave in and out between transcript excerpts of
the conversation with Nena and commentaries to facilitate the study of my failures.
Nena and I began our conversation with the retrieval of her own experience of life after her
father’s death from the clutches of the unstory of grief:
Nena: I’m here because I am not coping well (crying). I do this, (pointing at her tears), a lot.
My dad died 2 years ago, and I just haven’t been coping. Well, I have been coping by
drinking, I guess. Whenever I haven’t been helping my mom solve the financial mess he
left behind, or working, I have been drinking. But even my friends are telling me now
that it’s not healthy… so I need to learn to cope with my grief.
Sanni: (softly) I’m sorry Nena, when you say “cope” – I wonder what that means…or who’s
putting this on you. I wonder how crying and drinking and helping your mom find a
solution qualify as “not coping?”
Nena: What?
Sanni: (softly) Who is to say what it means “to cope” when your dad dies – or whether you
even want to – “cope” in particular…
Nena: My friends have started saying that I’m not healthy… like I am avoiding the grieving
process. I have been so busy with my mom and stuff, I haven’t really allowed myself to
grieve properly…
Sanni: (softly) Are your friends somehow proposing to you that there’s a proper way to grieve and also that you’re failing at it?
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Nena: Yes!
Sanni: (softly) Do you agree that there is such a thing, a “proper way” to live after your dad
dies? And who owns the rights to talk of such a “proper way” of living?
Nena: I don’t know… that’s interesting. None of my friends have lost their parents, they
don’t know what it’s like….
Sanni: Huh, … Shall we then shush their talking about this a little and look at your actual
experience of living these last 2 years and let that do some strong talking?
Nena: I never thought about it this way. Okay, but the one thing I know for sure is that the
drinking has to stop.
Sanni: Okay, I’ll take your word for it! I might guess at some answers to this, but – why? Why
does it have to stop?
Nena: (crying) – because drinking and coping is all he knew too, - my dad. But it’s not… good
for me, and it wasn’t for him either. In some ways, he drank himself to death, you know.
It has to stop. I can’t drink my life away…
Sanni: Nena, are you saying you came here tonight because you want to see about some
goodness… goodness beyond drinking and coping?
Nena: Yes! I am going to do this the hard way! (smiling)
The above transcript excerpt is meant to show but one way I might attempt to demote the
matter-of-fact confidence of the psychologizing ideas that have the power to colonize people
right out of the stories of their lives. Whether it was done well in this case with Nena or not is
up for debate, but my commitment is to signal an irreverence toward pompous ideas of how
one ought to live in one’s life (in this case, the sanctimonious, culturally enshrined ideas of
“proper” and “improper grief” and the disciplining of women to “cope” and not discomfort
other people with unladylike ideas of drinking or inconvenient tearfulness etc.).
At the same time, I wished to intimate to Nena that here, in this conversation, her lived
experiences and her discernments would be sought to take center stage in our considerations.
I have come to learn that these preparations in regard to the thin unstories (that are but labels)
are vital to set the scene for the means to tell a rich story. In my experience, the counterweight
to “non-stories” (thin identity conclusions) are not identity conclusions of one’s preference, but
rich compelling stories that are beseeching of new life and agency. In the continuing excerpt
for Nena, we begin to tell such a story:
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Sanni: The hard way, eh. I wonder if you would introduce me to your dad, - but before I
ask you about that, - what would he say about your announcement that you’re going to
do this “the hard way?”
Nena: He… wouldn’t say it, but … he’d be proud.
Sanni: He wouldn’t be one to wax all poetic about it, hey?
Nena: (laughter) No. He wasn’t one to talk much. But he was a kind man.
Sanni: I’m intrigued! There are so many different kinds of “kind…” What kind is the kindness of
your dad, besides on the quiet side?
Nena: Well, he had a kind soul, but he …didn’t wear it on his sleeve.
Sanni: Wait until I ask you about the man’s sleeves. (Nena laughs). No, I know what you mean.
What is something he might have done, or been with you to convincingly express to you
that he’s proud or thinks of you kindly?
Nena: He… he listened to me. He wouldn’t say much but he always listened to me, - like he’d
stop what he was doing, the chores, we lived on a farm, and he was always working, but
you could tell that he was really taking in what I was saying. He would sometimes make
a totally deadpan joke. Or he’d think about going fishing. (laughter)
Sanni: Like: “I’d rather be fishing?” (Nena laughs) How did you know about the man’s kindness
from his jokes or from his quietness?
Nena: I don’t know, I saw it.
Sanni: Where were you two when you saw it?
Nena: I went fishing with him. We rode our motorcycles there together –
Sanni: You two were riding motorcycles to go fishing? Was it just the two of you?
Nena: Yeah. My mom never came, and neither did my sister. It was always just the 2 of us. My
mom and sister aren’t interested in those things, but he would invite me along.
Sanni: Like: “let’s go fishing this weekend Nena?”
Nena: Yeah. He would phone me during the week and ask when I’m coming out again. That’s
all he’d ask, but I knew what he meant.
Sanni: What did he mean?
Nena: He meant… that he wanted to spend time with me. It was special to both of us.
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Sanni: So: “when are you coming out again, Nena” meant “daughter of mine, come spend time
with your old man, - he loves it so?!”
Nena: Yeah. He really did. He always wanted to spend time with me. I wish I had done it more.
I was so busy the last few years, finishing school, I couldn’t always go.
Sanni: Did he fault you, like guilt you in some way?
Nena: No, you know, me leaving home to come to the city and going to university was hard for
him at first. I think he had hoped that maybe I’d take over the farm. So he was really
quiet there for a while. But then he started to phone me to come out and visit. And
when I visited, he’d ask me to tell him what I was learning. He could listen for hours. I
think one time he even said, “I’m so glad that you get to see more than this.”
Sanni: “More than this?” What did he mean by that?
Nena: More than the farm, I think. I think he kind of pointed at the landscape. I know he loved
it, and so did I, but in the end, he was glad that I could see more of the world. And he
wanted to know everything I was learning.
Sanni: I could ask you a million things now. Correct me, if I am not asking what you are wanting
to tell… you know my mind is drawn to the motorcycle, and you two riding motorcycles
to go fishing… what was that like? Tell me of a time when you did this…? Help me step
into that moment with the two of you… Is that an interesting question?
And so it came to pass that Nena told me of riding the motorcycle in the lead, of taking breaks
and sitting in ditches on the prairie to pour over maps and argue about speed, of mocking her
dad about the necessity of two tarps in the place of one (“in case it rains, Nena” he would
smile), and of days spent quietly fishing and evenings spent debating ways of living. Nena told
me that her dad was set in his ways, and wouldn’t easily accept others’ opinions, but that if she
spoke to him, he would sometimes lay down his initial resistance and cede to listening to her
point of view at length. However much he disagreed with her opinions at first, he would end up
regarding her with pride. “Good thing I raised a daughter who is comfortable around heavy
equipment,” or “good thing I raised a daughter with her own mind” etc. were expressions of
such pride. It was important to me in this conversation to speak to the spirit of debate and
stubbornness between Nena and her dad, and story the details of the feel and ways of their
disagreements. There is nothing that can make a person quite as dead as treating them with a
sanctimony and reverence that weren’t part of the relationship when they were alive, such as
insisting on eulogizing ways of one-word descriptors like “kind.” Nena spoke animatedly about
how much her dad annoyed her with his conservative opinions, and how endearing he was as
he slowly warmed to listening to his impassioned daughter.
Nena also told me that her motorcycle had been kept covered in plastic in her garage for the
past two years, and that every time Nena returned home in the evenings, a glimpse of its shape
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out of the corner of her eyes struck her heart and made tears come to her. It had become a way
of living to pour a drink before dinner to ease the pain of the sight of the motorcycle and her
strength of feeling in response. She spoke of her despair at her father’s life being cut short by
drinking and of him not having time and space to invent another way of living in response to his
perceived failures at “manhood,” his disappointment with his lack of success at farming. At this
point, I told Nena that this description of the covered-up motorcycle and her tearfulness as she
stepped out of her car would remain forever etched in my mind as a lived experience of
whatever gets called “grief.”
Towards the end of our session, our conversation ended in an imagined and felt “argument”
and lively engagement between Nena and her dad:
Sanni: Nena, if you two were now sitting at the river, maybe on the second tarp he
brought along, both of you bathed in the orange light of the sunset, and with the quiet
of the prairie all around you, what would you tell him about what you are trying for in
life right now, even if he was being a little annoying and not wanting to understand at
first, what would you insist on him understanding about your life right now?
Nena: (crying)… that I need to do this the hard way. I can’t just cope anymore.
Sanni: You’d say to him, “I need to do this the hard way, dad. Life isn’t just about coping,
dad…”
Nena: Yeah…(crying)… “you didn’t know how to do this dad.”
Sanni: (choked up, tearful) You’d tell him, “dad you dumbass, you didn’t know how to do this.
So now I gotta show you.”
Nena: (laughing through tears) yeah. Yeah.
Sanni: And would he argue with you Nena? Would he talk back at you now? What would he
say?
Nena: (crying) … he’d look over the river. With that look of his. He’d take a long while. Then
he’d say something sweet like “good thing I raised a daughter…”
Sanni: (tearful) Good thing I raised a daughter who can find her way around the heavy
equipment of life?
Nena: (crying through tears) Yes. Yes.
Sanni: Nena, are you doing this, setting out on this particular new adventure of life, quitting
drinking, and I don’t even know yet what all else, are you doing this for the both of you?
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Nena: Yeah. I am doing this for the both of us.
Sanni: Dad, I am doing this for the both of us. I’m walking where you didn’t know how. Is he
going to want to know everything about this walking? Is he holding his breath? What is
he saying?
Nena: (crying), He is saying, yes, Nena, yes.
Sanni: (choking) yes, Nena, yes. I’ll raise my bloody glass to that, watching you do that,
sweetheart?
Nena: Yes. Except we’re done drinking now, dad! (laughing through tears).
In looking back over this conversation and forgetting to worry about not asking the right
questions and worrying instead about how we did come to speak, I would propose the urgent
importance of placing people back into a conversation with their dead loved one. If
remembering conversations are “conversations” then they can center around the idea of how
people continue conversing, debating, and drawing loved ones into the current moral dilemmas
and predicaments of their lives as real companions, or witnesses baiting their breath to see
what this person, the client will do next. In an effort to place people into such conversations,
one of the ways that helps is to find their loved one’s embodied voice such that they can bear
witness to this story of a life unfolding, much as they did when they were alive. Dialogue,
finding the ways in which people have spoken to each other, and therefore can be imagined to
still speak, is one of the best ways to counter the story of death. Someone who argues, decides,
witnesses, converses, and is currently capable of changing their minds is very much alive.
And perhaps the story of what happened next to Nena is all I need to tell. Nena came back to
my office 2 weeks later and told me how it had come to be that she spontaneously got out of
her car in one of those evenings in her garage, and walked over to the covered motorcycle in
the corner, uncovered it, ran her fingers softly over its surface, and said, in her mind, “okay,
dad. Let’s go on an adventure.” She took a fishing trip on the motorcycle with her boyfriend a
few weeks later, and did, indeed have a spare second tarp among her gear, “in case it rains,
Nena.”

Chapter 2: He Has Made A Record in My Heart
I met Alyssa a few months after the above conversation with Nena. I was reminded of Nena’s
stories when Alyssa tearfully told me that her dad had died 6 months prior. Alyssa was telling
me of her conviction that she was on the verge of going “crazy” between her “waves” of
tearfulness and “feeling nothing at all for days.”
Sanni: I’m interested in “crazy.” What’s the craziest thing about the last 6 months?
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Alyssa: Well, I… I ride my bike to work, and actually everywhere. I love riding my bike
(pointing to the bike helmet beside her on the couch). But I have caught myself, well, I
caught myself talking out loud to my dad on my way to work. That’s crazy, isn’t it. I was
just talking out loud… I passed by these people who thought I was crazy.
Sanni: I don’t know… What were you saying? What were you telling your dad?
Alyssa: What? I don’t know, I was talking about how nervous I am about the project and that
I’m for sure going to get fired.
Sanni: Is that something you used to do with your dad? Talk through work problems with him?
Alyssa: Yeah, we did do that. I used to call him from work. He always picked up the phone and
always took time to listen to me. (crying)
Sanni: Did he mostly listen quietly, or did he weigh in somehow?
Alyssa: No, he weighed in too.
Sanni: Like how? What would he say?
Alyssa: He always told me not to take any crap, to say no, and to be strong and stuff. He…
encouraged me. I don’t know. I didn’t really end up doing what he advised me to, but it
always made me feel better somehow.
Sanni: Did he really. Like, “Alyssa, don’t take any crap, you go in there and tell them!”
Alyssa: (laughing a little) yeah.
Sanni: And you’re like, “okay dad, it doesn’t quite work like that, - but thank you dad…”
Alyssa: Yeah. If I had done what he told me I would have gotten fired ages ago. (laughing a
little)
Sanni: What? You know I almost never hear stories of dads like this, encouraging their
daughters to raise some hell! (Alyssa laughs) Really. Like what the hell
was your dad hoping for for your life when he was all “don’t take any crap Alyssa?”
Alyssa: Well he knew that I was working with all dudes. He was often super mad at them for
trying to get out of work and blame me, or how they didn’t listen to me.
At this point Alyssa and I stepped deep into the most surprising conversation of how Alyssa’s
dad had not treated her “like a girl,” meaning “pretty and silent” when Alyssa was growing up.
Alyssa described her dad’s ways of seeking out her mind, by coming to her room and sitting on
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the edge of her bed and laughing and talking to her about whatever she was up to at the time.
Alyssa remembered the sound of her dad’s laughter in particular, and how its sound stood as
part of his refusal to participate in “worry and concern” about her decisions and her future,
whether in relation to her grades, success at work, her boyfriends, her dress, her staying out
late etc. Alyssa described how her dad had said that he saw “a part of himself in her,” in a “sixth
sense” about all things funny and bright and worth living for in the world and how this was
exchanged between them as sarcastic remarks and jokes. Alyssa thought that her sense of
“feeling better” after talking to her dad about her dismissal at work had to do with feeling
reconnected to this “sixth sense” that reminded her what was worth living for even in moments
of grave anxiety. We returned to the ideas of “craziness” towards the end of this conversation:
Alyssa: (tearfully)…but he’s not here anymore. I can’t keep doing this. I can’t rely on him
anymore, I have to move on and say goodbye. I have to stop this craziness.
Sanni: (quietly) the craziness of continuing to talk to him, out loud, on your ways to and from
work?
Alyssa: yes. People are starting to think I’m crazy.
Sanni: Can I share something with you about another woman, a young woman like you in this
city, who was talking to me recently about how her dad died 2 years ago?
Alyssa: (looking up at me with surprise) Yes!
Sanni: You know, she got similar advice from people around her, her friends even. They told
her she needed to learn to cope with his death or something like that. But you know
what, her and her dad used to ride motorcycles together and go fishing. She hadn’t
ridden the motorcycle for 2 years because it was so bloody hard to even look at it, she
would just cry and cry when she saw it, and she was continuously telling herself, she just
has to learn to deal with it and move on. Like move on already! But you know what she
did this one day? This is what she told me. One day, she went to the motorcycle and
uncovered it and said, “fuck it dad, let’s do this. Let’s go on a ride together, because I
don’t fucking want to do it without you.” (Alyssa crying). And then she took the
motorcycle for a ride and I swear, the whole time, she was conversing with her dad,
about the weather, and the road, and whether she had packed the right things, and
then they argued whether her boyfriend was a good guy or not. She told me all of that!
Now, what do you think Alyssa, do you think she should quit? Should she whip herself
into shape and stop talking to her dad like a crazy person, and say goodbye to him?
Because maybe she should, you know. Her boyfriend was only sort of half in favour of
them going on a ride with her dead dad, you know.
Alyssa: (laughs knowingly) Yeah
Sanni: Would you tell her to quit this craziness immediately?
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Alyssa: What??? NO! No!
Sanni: What would you tell her?
Alyssa: I’d tell her to never stop (tearful). If her boyfriend has a problem with that, then fuck
him. (laughing through tears)
Sanni: (tearful) Never stop talking to your dad. Don’t ever stop, hey. How come, Alyssa. Why
do you say this so formidably?
Alyssa: …Because if she stops, it would be like he…never was. Like he’d be forgotten…
Sanni: (quietly) Why is it important that she never forget?
Alyssa: Because… because he’s a part of her! It would be like… killing a part of her!
What I learned in these conversations with Nena and Alyssa is that flesh-and-blood stories, or,
in this case, stories of (motor)bikes and the sound and feel and words of dads and daughters
are not only important to contest and counter unstories but because stories propose things to
us. As effortlessly, unintentionally and joyfully as happened to no therapist ever, the telling of
stories has had the effect of proposing action, steps, gestures, visions, imaginations, dreams
into the near future. The efforts of living up to identity conclusions can fail us, but our living
stories cannot fail. Not once did I suggest to Nena to change her relation to the motorcycle, for I
could not have dreamt such a thing if I tried, - Nena’s story proposed this to her in my absence.
I did not propose any advice of what Alyssa ought to do next in relation to the judgment of her
“craziness,” but nevertheless, the above conversation continued in following sessions as a
joyous celebration and continued consultation of her “sixth sense” and its riotous and
humorous meddling in her life and work affairs. At no point have I undertaken labour to
“translate” stories of my clients into organized distillations of meaning –the workings of their
own stories in my clients’ near future have always taken me by surprise. And perhaps this is no
accident: once our own “voice-over” to the living of our lives has been given a trustworthy
position over and above colonizing voices of powerful others, and once we experience a
glimpse of the Narrative power of “authorial agency” as protagonists in rare and spare
circumstances, - perhaps the story then invariably asks of each of us “well, then, what say you?
What will you do next?”

Chapter 3: Ana’s Paradise of The Not Lost But Found
If stories can propose a life to live into, I would like to turn a tender attention to the many
moms who have walked in and out of conversations with me over the years who have “lost”
children and babies. Their supervision of remembering conversations is one that has changed
my life. I will never forget meeting Margaret for the first time after a psychiatrist proposed to
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her to finally consider her children dead to her after 20 years of the embodied absence of their
laughter and their words and their growing bodies in her life. Margaret said, “if this is how it is,
if I am to consider my children dead to me, I will kill myself tomorrow.” There is nothing quite
like the quiet steadiness of her voice that I have taken to every remembering conversation with
me since, as the best mentor to any efforts to reach for the aliveness and utter indispensability
of the voices of my clients’ loved ones. If we wish to be supervised into Narrative therapy, or in
this case, into remembering conversations, what more do we require than the seriousness of
Margaret’s words to guide us?
Margaret’s voice was with me when I met with Ayia, on the eve of what would have been her
baby girl’s 17th birthday:
Ayia: (sighing) I want to talk about tomorrow and what to do about Ana’s birthday.
Sanni: What do you mean “what to do?” How do you “do” Ana’s birthday? Is there something
you usually do on her birthday?
Ayia: Yeah, we get together with her brother and her sisters and have cake and look at
pictures…
Sanni: You do? What kinds of pictures?
Ayia: Just pictures of her.
Sanni: Like in a photo album or on the phone or computer?
Ayia: Yeah, both.
Sanni: I was just going to ask you about Ana, and to maybe be introduced to her a little, if you
would like to spend some time that way… Do you have one of these pictures of her on
your phone?
Ayia: Yeah. But I hate it when people die and then they become a picture! Ana is not a
picture!
Sanni: I’m sorry. Of course. I’m sorry Ayia. (Ayia crying) I won’t forget, I promise, see, I wrote
it down, “ANA is NOT a picture.”
Ayia: Yeah. Everyone always asks for a picture and I am tired of it. I know you mean well. But
I need people to understand that she is not a picture. Not to me. She was 7 years, 7
months and 7 days old when she died. But she is not lost. She is not lost! I want to keep
her alive to feel her presence, she gives me strength and power, she is NOT LOST! And
my role is to keep her alive. And that’s what tomorrow is about, so if you could help me
with that, I’d appreciate it.
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Ayia and I spoke of Ana’s aliveness that night, and indeed, almost every session since then. Ayia
told me that a few days before her death, Ana had a dream. She woke up from her dream
smiling and lovingly curling her small body into her mother’s sleeping body beside her in the
bed. Ayia wondered if she needed something, or was in pain, but Ana said brightly and with a
beautiful smile, “mom, I saw it all. I saw heaven. It was so beautiful. It was so beautiful, I wish
you could have seen it…” Trying to hide her tears, Ayia asked her about her dream, but mostly
remembers Ana’s smile and how her little face was aglow in that moment. At one point, Ana
announced: “and I saw you too, mom. Mom, I see god’s face in you. I wish you could see it
too.”
Ayia and I spoke of Ana’s paradise, and how she had lived her life as if she had always known
something about this dream. How Ana had seen beauty and goodness in all the people she had
met, how tender and loving she was to her siblings even in moments of quarrel. Ayia did show
me a picture then, a picture of Ana in the ocean in her homeland towards the end of her life,
gathered tenderly in the arms of her elder sister, with both girls smiling and full of wonder. I
began to understand something of the sacredness of this and could only haltingly attempt to do
justice to it in this conversation.
Ayia: (tearfully) …but Ana would be disappointed in me. She never wanted me to live this
miserable life (crying). She didn’t like it when I was strict with her siblings even then. I
pray to her all the time. She wouldn’t understand the vicious cycle of resentment that I
live with…
Sanni: You pray to her, Ayia? And she is pushing back against the vicious cycle of misery and
resentment, even now? Saying, “no mom, not like that…?” What does she say Ayia?
Ayia: She is telling me to be loving. To remember the goodness. But I am not loving like her.
Sanni: What is Ana’s paradise most restlessly asking of you today Ayia? Can it be done? She is
asking you to “remember the goodness?” Whose goodness? What goodness? If her
paradise came true what goodness would there be? What would make Ana smile like
that?
Ayia: If I stopped saying that I am a bad mom. (crying)
Sanni: (choked up) I see. Ana would tell us to start there. I see. Ayia, shall we step into Ana’s
paradise and speak words about the goodness of your mothering? Or is it too hard to
do?
Ayia: No, I can do it.
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After this first introduction to Ana’s paradise, Ayia and I checked in with any ideas we were
weighing after this conversation with whether they fit into this paradise or not. Most recently,
as Ayia was debating and considering resigning from “martyrdom” in favour of “wise
generosity,” Ayia concluded that this was an idea truly befitting of Ana’s paradise.
I hope that these few words from mothers will send your soul reeling as it did mine, to pound
home the message that mourning is not ours to soothe. Not even I dare tell of how Nena feels
when she runs her hands through the prairie grass in his absence, or how Ayia rages about the
bunches of white roses when she wished for a body to cry on, or what it took for Sofia to take in
a breath of the scent of pine on Shirley’s grave. Who can dare tell what it is to know an acute
“absence.” Regardless of the arrogance of our profession, mourning is not ours to soothe. The
stories of those whom we love and who are not walking this earth anymore, the aliveness of
their voices, their remembered souls do not soothe mourning, they are not gratifying in the
way just one day with the touch of a person would be. But their stories propose to us,
restlessly, beseechingly and tearfully, and without coercion but a force all their own, a vision of
life yet to be lived, a glimpse of paradise, even as it all has come to an end.
Chapter 4: My Mother’s Suitcase Is Not Disposable
At this point in this essay, I can hear the question brewing: what of people who have died who
were not dear to us in life, as those you described above? What of those who made powerful
and disastrous appearances in our stories?
I used to worry a great deal about sorting clients’ “remembered others” into some suspicious
binary of the “good” and the “bad” at the outset of these conversations. However, if working in
the midst of a busy non-profit practice has taught me anything, it is not to expect binaries of
any kind, and not to cease to be surprised by the turns that stories take, in the midst of their
telling, when it is far too late to do any sorting at all. But the secret is, focusing on storytelling
practices frees me of such worry. I have been allowed to joyfully end all requirements on me to
haggle out the detailed standings of memberships to life and to look to the ways in which no
person can be or even ought to be rendered disposable quite that neatly. It isn’t necessary for
me or my clients to cancel, shun, deny, forget, or forgive, or otherwise de-member those who
are powerful and powerfully contested members in their lives. The story can and will amplify
the responses of the living author to their moral opposition of those who hurt them when they
were living. The stories of that hurt are an attempt to author a response on purpose, and in no
uncertain, but brave terms. Otherwise, de-membered fathers, mothers, grandfathers, uncles,
partners etc. are all floating out there unaccounted for, and thereby often ghosting about in
terrifying nightmares and burning shame. I have come to believe that it is essential for us as
therapists to help those who lived through hurt to trace, landmark and touchstone the moral
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opposition of their lives to the influence of those who have made grave trespasses against the
living. I will tell one such story.
I met May when her mother was in palliative care. May was the sole caregiver to her mother at
this time, a task that she undertook with an unprecedented grace and compassion for her
mother’s illness. But what broke forth from May in our conversations was the lifetime of meanness, harsh words, hitting, and abandonment that May had suffered at her mother’s hands.
May’s mother had packed a suitcase on 3 separate occasions to leave her daughters to fend for
themselves, and when May was raped by one of the teenage partiers at the house on one of
these occasions of her mother’s absence, her mother’s sarcastic derision of her after the fact
was one of the most difficult things to live through. May told me of the ways in which she had
resisted her mother’s ways of unloving her all throughout her life and most powerfully, in her
relationship to her own daughter. Surprisingly or very much unsurprisingly, May’s instructions
to her daughter on the matter of consent and sex were a joy to behold. However, May was
clear that her efforts in life represented an ongoing and deeply painful, and utterly purposeful
“undoing” of her mother’s ways. Every experience of a gesture or word of care by her partner
and daughter continued to shake May to her core, as they stood in stark opposition to the
coldness and indifference that May thought she deserved. These experiences of care undid May
and caused riots in her soul, and distress in her worded responses which was difficult for her
loved ones to understand. However, May was resolved in one matter: to live in moral
opposition to the poverty of warmth that she herself had experienced at the hands of her
mother and if it meant learning to accept acts of love herself, she was determined. May did not
imagine speaking of any of these matters with her dying mother and the care for her mother’s
physical needs took precedence for May. However, one evening, as May’s mother struggled to
breathe and appeared frightened, May acted spontaneously. She climbed into the bed next to
her mother guided by her sense that physical presence might ease her mother’s suffering. As
she laid there, her heart pounded with the physical closeness that she had not experienced
with her mother in life as far as she could remember. Her mother turned a little towards May’s
body and seemed to be able to exhale a little better. May’s eyes were fixed on the suitcase that
was underneath the desk in May’s line of sight, and that had been packed months before for
the stay at the hospice. Quietly, May gestured to the suitcase and gathered her own breath to
speak words she had never attempted before – the invitation to some manner of accountability
for the effects of her mother’s disregard of her in her life: “mom, see that suitcase. Do you
remember how you packed it three times already? Mom, I am so angry with you that you did
that, that you just left us, and left me that way. I’ve been so angry with you mom. But you know
what, mom. It’s okay now. I want you to know that I think I’m okay now. So it’s okay for you to
leave this time, mom.” May told me that her mother, as if for the first time in her life, listened
to May. May saw that her mother’s eyes filled with tears, and she seemed to nod, in
acceptance of May’s hard-won words. No blame, no denial this time. But tears. For May, in her
words, the world changed. When May’s mom died a little while later, May felt calm and
resolved. And after all worldly affairs had been settled with her difficult sisters, May came to
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me, looking full of life for the first time of my knowing of her. With laughter, May told me that
she had resolved to use the little bit of money that her mom had left to take a trip with her
partner, something that May had never in her life had the funds to even imagine. She told me
of the comedy of packing and unpacking and her uncertainty of what one was to bring for the
first trip of a lifetime. And then she grew wistful and said, with a knowing in her eyes: “I am
taking her suitcase, you know. That suitcase.” Catching on, I wondered aloud why. I will never
forget what May said next, her eyes full of light and tears: “Because. If I have learned anything
at all, I have now learned this. If you are going to pack a suitcase, pack it for love. Pack it for
taking a trip with someone you love, someone who is precious to you. Someone you want to
share your life with. That’s the only worthy reason to pack a suitcase. That’s my truth and I’m
sticking to it.” May dissolved in laughter, and so did I. Hear, hear, all ye with ears to hear.
Conclusion: Listening Like a Writer
This last chapter is an experiment in attempted inspiration. As I mentioned, I took on a practice
of document/letter/poetry-writing in response to all my conversations with clients from the
outset of my learning to become a Narrative therapist. I am convinced that the lost art of
writing thoughts to my clients after our conversations quietly supervised me into becoming the
therapist I am today. Today, people call the notes I write “poems” but to this day, I don’t care
much about the form or name of the particular document and care a great deal about the
concentrated focus of attention on clients’ stories that these notes capture. I have printed,
read, and shared these poems in my teaching and writing efforts before, and invariably,
therapists tell me variations of two things: “I could never write something like that” and “your
clients must be special, because my clients don’t talk like that.” Unfortunately, I have by now
also supervised too many student therapists into the practice of document writing (or actually,
more correctly, into a practice of a focused concentration of attention on clients’ stories) to be
stumped by such expressions. Today, I can confidently say that “yes, you can” and “yes, they
do” after watching students with minimal training in therapy, let alone Narrative therapy, shyly
read their first attempts of “documents” that, according to their own evaluations, they should
have had no business in being able to write. This has turned into a veritable pedagogy of joy:
ask, in all the ways only you know how, why your person is here tonight; resist the death of
unstories with every charm and tenderness you have, and when people tell you and trust you
with their living stories, treat these as sacred and holy. The irreplaceable details of scenes,
settings, characters and companions to a life that is being lived are not disposable. People and
their stories are not disposable. Find them, as this is your work. Do it like you mean it.
As part of an experiment in inspiration, I have printed one such poem that I wrote to Shannon
after a remembering conversation about her grandmother. As you read the poem, ask yourself
what one might have had to ask in order to be able to write such a thing after the conversation.
Perhaps you will, as my students have, discover an imagination of strange questions that could
make such a poem possible in your work with your next person as well. Your poem will then be
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a proof of your work, and more importantly, a proof of life lived. A proof of those attentions
that were spent, the questions that were asked, and those that fell by the wayside. Your clients
will know and thank you for the difference.
My grandmother
Of the clear lungs, the blunt words
And the quilted soul
My grandmother
Who lost 3 mothers before the age of 10
And came out west on the train all alone
Only to find that, at the end of her journey,
She had made a crew of 20.
My grandmother of the poached eggs
And the 50-year-old furniture
The Crime and Punishment
And the “are you good now, are you done crying already?” -charm.
Nan
I see you in your
Housecoat
With a smoke
In your perfect manicured backyard
And with a pellet gun
At the ready for the magpies
Turn around, nan
I have something to say
Now
And no, I’m not done crying:
Thank you for Xena the warrior princess
And the smell of cabbage rolls
Thank you for taking my crying phonecalls
And for yelling at that man
And sorry for always being a brat.
They say I look just like you, nan
So here I go, all tiny and black hair and bratty as all get out:
I’ll try and turn my forehead high to life just like you did nan
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I’ll write a sequel to crime and punishment now.
But before I do
I’ll end the lover’s quarrel
You had with the magpies
In both our names.
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How Michael White Came Up with the Idea of Externalizing: An Educated Guess
By David Epston

Maria Popova and Claudia Bedrick, in ‘The Velocity of Being: Letters to a Young Reader”(2018),
edited a selection of letters from various authors encouraging young people to read. I was
particularly taken by Daniel Handel’s invitation to do so, although he is far better known by his
nom de plume, Lemony Snicket. I am taking the liberty to quote his letter from beginning to end
even though at this stage, you must be wondering why I am at pains to do so. It will soon
become apparent.
Dear Reader,
I have not much time to write you, and not much ink in my typewriter, but I hope I can
convey a very important message before my time is up and my ink is gone.
Somewhere in the world, on some shelf or in some cupboard, in a library or a bookshop
or a bedroom or a ditch, there is one book with a very important message for a specific
person.
In most cases, the person has no idea which book it is, or where this book may be
found, which is why most readers in the world go from book to book, from shelf to shelf,
searching for the perfect read. In many cases it can take a lifetime.
People who embark on a lifetime of reading suffer many curious effects. They may have
trouble paying attention in school, or during a dull dinnertime, because they are busy
thinking about what is happening in a book they have been reading. They may at times
confuse their friends with favourite characters, or their enemies with their favourite
villains. They may be tired in the daytime, from reading all night, or energetic in the
nighttime, for the same reason. And they may find themselves looking around the
world and pondering its strangeness. The strangeness of the world, like the
strangenesses of books, is something that is hidden from many people, at least until
they start reading. Then, the strangeness is visible everywhere, and it is difficult to stop
thinking about it.
But in your case, you can be spared. I have discovered the book with your specific and
important message, so you can avoid a lifetime of searching. I have discovered the title
and author of the book you have been looking for, or perhaps I should say the book that
has been looking for you. Now that I have a little time and a little ink, I (ink gradually
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fading out) can finally inform you that..[from here on everything has faded into eternal
obscurity] (Handler, 2018, p. 209).
Perhaps it has been my good fortune to have been assigned more than one of the
abovementioned books that has “been looking for you” and that “you have been looking
for”. One such book was ‘Social Reality’ (1973), edited by Farberman and Goode. I had only
read it on loan from the University of Warwick library where I was studying in 1975-1976.
Please consider my delight when we were strangely reunited but this time, I took possession of
it for the modest sum of $2.00. This was akin to meeting a long-lost old friend, whom you find
standing alongside you waiting for deplaned luggage at a carousel in a faraway airport.
Peggy Sax (Middlebury, Vermont) was seeing off Larry Zucker (Los Angeles), Charley Lang (Los
Angeles) and Jung Eu Ko (Soeul, South Korea) as we were catching our respective fights at
Burlington (Vermont) Airport after the ‘Narrative Camp’ which we had all attended (2017). As
we had some time to spare, we decided to spend it in a downtown coffee shop. I was expecting
nothing more than a coffee shared with good companions bidding farewell to one another. As
we entered, I noticed a bookshelf stocked with what appeared to me to be either a professor’s
unwanted surplus of their library or remnants from their estate sale. I could not resist browsing
as I often have retrieved books from proverbial ditches in very similar circumstances. I
immediately recognized ‘Social Reality’ and quickly leafed through its table of contents to test
my memory. Was the Scheff (1968) article, “Negotiating reality: Notes on power in the
assessment of responsibility,” there? When I saw that it had retained its place between pages
87-103, the joy I felt was indescribable.
Why had I welcomed it back to such an extent? Along with Harold Garfinkel’s ‘Conditions of
Successful Degradation Ceremonies (1956), these were the first two papers I had photocopied
and posted to Michael in Adelaide in the very early 80s, when we began exchanging ideas that
by 1985 became identifiable as ‘narrative therapy’. However, it was not referred to in such
terms until the early 1990s after the publication of “Narrative Means to Therapeutic Ends”
(1990).
Like meeting a long-lost friend, I could not wait to reacquaint myself with this chapter. Not
having reread it for well over thirty years, I wondered if its contents might no longer hold much,
if any interest, for me. Had its salience faded over time? But then again, why had I taken such
pains at the time to copy and post it to Michael, anticipating that it would be of equal interest
to him? I could not recall it in detail but I could easily remember how much it had meant to us
both at the time and the discussions it had provoked. Had it been one of those books Lemony
Snicket was referring to in the above?
In 1974, during my in-service training as a novice employee in the Social Work Department of
Greenlane Hospital and under the auspices of the Auckland Hospital Board, I visited social
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workers in various hospitals and services. This culminated in what was regarded as the ‘piece de
resistance’: several days watching the Family Therapy Team in the Professorial Unit, Adult
Psychiatry, Auckland Hospital. It was appropriately housed on the 10 and top floor of the
building, majestically overlooking the Waitemata Harbour and then out to sea. I realized on my
way up that aside from climbing the Statue of Liberty in New York as a boy, I had never resided
for any length of time at such dizzying heights. I anticipated what I took to be a once in a
lifetime opportunity to ‘see inside’ the art and science of family therapy, if not at its best,
certainly at its most prestigious.
th

I was stunned into silence by what I experienced time and time again over the course of my
‘observations’. It was unlike anything I could possibly have expected. In fact, it took me some
time to believe my eyes, because what they beheld could not possibly be so. And I could not
confirm or disconfirm my impressions with anyone else even though there were about ten plus
other staff and interns there. Their participation was equally incomprehensible to me. To this
day, I can vividly remember details of what I witnessed.
I can recall what I took to be the horror of parents whose child had been hospitalized when it
soon dawned on them that they were being interrogated to establish their guilt as well as
seeking a confession for their part in the required hospitalization. Perhaps they had come
hoping for some remedy for the ‘problem’, only to be made aware that they, in fact, were the
Problem. Remember, these were the days of the psychoanalytically inspired
‘schizophrenogenic mother/parents’. What I witnessed was as close to a police interrogation as
I could imagine, something well known to me from movies and TV shows. However, there was a
distinct difference here; despite the presence of two therapists in the room, neither assumed
the role of the ‘good cop’. Behind the screen, participating staff were engaged in the
surveillance of the parents and when the therapists consulted them, they reported that “the
father twitched when you questioned him about x’ which they presumed was evidence to
support his malfeasance. Not only were the minds of these parents being read but their bodies
as well. I resolved to study overseas, especially the radical wing of family therapy about which
at the time, I was reading voraciously. This provided a modicum of relief as it seemed to
contradict what was so venerated in the Professorial Adult Psychiatry Unit.
At the University of Warwick (UK), my dissertation topic was: ‘Counter-ideologies of Sufferer
Associations: The National Schizophrenia Fellowship (UK) and the Psoriasis Association of Great
Britain. I read widely in the sociologies of knowledge and medicine, especially the pioneering
‘bringing over’ of Alfred Schutz’s German phenomenology into English by Berger and Luckman
(1966). We had to wait for another decade before Foucault’s ‘genealogies’ of psychiatry and
professional knowledges were exported in English translations. It was during this period of
study and practice (as a student social worker on placement at the Coventry Guild Guidance
Clinic) that I read and re-read the Scheff (1968) paper despite its relative brevity. Still, I sensed
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it held some way (along with Garfinkel) for me to comprehend what I had witnessed as well as
to foresee some possibility of remedy. I was troubled that ‘the person was the problem’ but
didn’t for the life of me know of any remedy or countermeasures. I had to await meeting
Michael White in 1980.
Now flying back from Vermont to Chicago and then homeward bound to New Zealand, I re-read
the Scheff chapter, I had the ample luxury of time and solitude to reacquaint myself with the
reprinted paper. Still I steeled myself for disappointment. As we were flying over the United
States, I became absorbed by what I beheld in the text. Perhaps the lofty altitude had
something to do with it but reading the paper over and over again was revelatory. Surely it was
this very paper (and the subsequent conversations Michael and I had in relation to it) that
provoked Michael to counter the psychiatric practices it reviewed as ‘internalizing’ with his
shockingly original ‘externalizing the Problem’.
Let me briefly review Scheff’s chapter for you. It sets itself squarely in the sociology of
knowledge with the purpose of ‘’comparing the shared awareness and organization of the
format of the transaction in initial legal and psychiatric interviews.” It proposes to “contrast the
two perspectives on the process of reconstructing past events for fixing responsibility. The basic
premise of the doctrine of absolute responsibility is that both actions and intentions, on the
one hand, and the criteria of responsibility, on the other, are absolute, in that they can be
assessed independently of social context” (p. 91).
Scheff chooses to locate this matter in the sociology of knowledge based on the premise that
“the reality within which members of society conduct their lives is largely of their own
construction. Since much of reality is a construction, there may be multiple realities, existing
side by side, in harmony or in competition” (p. 91).
He adds:
Implicit in this statement is the notion that the interrogator and client have unequal
power in determining the resultant definition of the situation. The interrogator’s
definition of the situation plays an important part in the joint definition of the situation
which is finally negotiated. Moreover, his definition of the situation is more important
than the client’s in determining the final outcome of the negotiation, principally because
he is well trained, secure, and self- confident in his role in the transaction whereas the
client is untutored, anxious and uncertain about his role. Stated simply, the subject,
because of these conditions, is likely to be susceptible to the influence of the
interrogator…The bargaining process in diagnosis, however, is much more subterranean.
There is no commonly accepted vocabulary for describing diagnostic bargaining (Scheff,
1968, p. 91).
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Scheff approached his analysis much like Foucault was doing at the same time in France by
studying the ‘genealogies’ of a practice and resolved the most apt place to find such material
was in the most influential recordings of ‘teaching demonstrations’ of psychotherapy. These
teaching demonstrations were interviews used throughout United States and elsewhere to
demonstrate an exemplary psychiatric interview. In this instance, the interview Scheff reviewed
is from Gill, Newman, and Redlich (1954), [The Initial Interview in Psychiatric Practice, New
York, International Universities Press].
I am going to quote at length from Scheff’s (1968) description and analysis of this interview:
The patient is a thirty-four year old nurse, who feels, as she says, ‘irritable, tense,
depressed’. She appears to be saying from the very beginning of the interview that the
external situation in which she lives in the cause of her troubles. She focuses particularly
on her husband’s behaviour. She says he is alcoholic, is verbally abusive and won’t let
her work. She feels she is cooped up all day with two small children, but that when he is
at home at night (on the nights when he ‘is’ at home) he will have nothing to do with
her or the children. She intimates, in several ways, that he does not serve as a sexual
companion. She has thought of divorce, but has rejected it for various reasons (for
example, she is afraid she couldn’t take proper care of the children, finance, baby
sitters, etc). She feels trapped (p. 92).
In the concluding paragraph of their description of the interview, Gill, Newman, and Redlich
(1954) provide this summary:
The patient, pushed by we know not what or why at the time (the children…somebody
to talk to) comes for help apparently for what she thinks of as her with her external
situation (her husband’s behaviour as she sees it). The therapist does not respond to
this but seeks her role and how it is that she plays such a role. Listening to the recording,
it sounds as if the therapist is at first bored and disinterested and the patient defensive.
He gets down to work and keeps asking: “What is it about?” Then he becomes more
interested and sympathetic and at the same time very active (participating) and
demanding. It sounds as if she keeps saying: ‘This is the trouble”. He says: “No, tell me
the trouble!” She says: ‘This is it!” He says, “no, tell me” until the patient finally says,
“Well I’ll tell you”. Then the therapist says: “Good! Then I’ll help you”.
Two particular features of the psychiatrist’s responses especially stand out: (1) the
flatness of intonation in his responses to the patient’s complaints about her external
circumstances; and (2) the rapidity with which he introduces new topics, through
questioning, when she is talking about her husband (Scheff, 1968, p. 92).
Here are abstracts from the transcript of the abovementioned interview:
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Psychiatrist: “Yeah? You see that, it seems to me, is something that we really should talk
about because…ah..from a certain point of view somebody might say, ‘Well no, it’s all
very simple. She’s unhappy and disturbed because her husband is behaving this way,
and unless something is done about that how could she expect to feel any other way’.
But instead of that, you come to the psychiatrist, and you say that you think there’s
something that needs straightening out. I don’t quite get it. Can you explain that to
me?”
(Scheff interpolates) “Since the context of these reminders (from the psychiatrist) is one
in which the patient is attributing her difficulties to an external situation, particularly her
husband, it seems plausible to hear these reminders as subtle requests for analysis of
her own contributions to her difficulties……. The therapeutic thrust is rewarded: the
patient gives a long account of her early life which indicates a belief that she was not
‘adjusted’ in the past” (p. 94).
Psychiatrist: “And you don’t regard your husband as the difficulty? You think it lies
within yourself?
She rebuts him: “Oh, he’s a difficulty all right, but I figure that even…ah…had..if it had
been other things that…this probably..this state…would’ve come on me?
Psychiatrist: “Oh, do you think so?
She sighs: “I don’t think he’s the sole factor…no..
Psychiatrist: “And what are the factors within….
Patient: “I mean…”
Psychiatrist: “Yourself?”
Patient: “Oh, it’s probably remorse for the past, things I did.
Psychiatrist: “Like what? (Pause) It’s something hard to tell, huh? (Short pause)
After some parrying, the patient tells the psychiatrist what he wants to hear. She feels
guilty because she was pregnant by another man when her present husband proposed.
She cries. The psychiatrist tells the patient she needs, and will get, psychiatric help, and
the interview ends, the patient still crying. The negotiational aspects of the process are
clear: After the patient has spent most of her current difficulties on external
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circumstances, she tells the psychiatrist a deep secret about which she feels intensely
guilty. The patient, not the husband, is at fault. The therapist’s tone and manner change
abruptly from being bored, distant and rejecting. He becomes warm and solicitous.
Through a process of offers and responses, the therapist and patient have, by
implication, negotiated a shared definition of the situation- the patient, not the
husband, is responsible (Scheff, 1968, p. 95).
Scheff concludes his analysis of the psychotherapeutic interview:
In the psychotherapeutic interview, it is probably the psychiatric criteria for acceptance
into treatment, the criterion of ‘insight’. The psychotherapist has probably been trained
to view patients with ‘insight into their illness’ as favourable candidates for
psychotherapy ie. patients who accept, or can be led to accept, the problems as
internal, rather than seeing them as caused by external conditions (Scheff, 1968, p. 96).
To put it another way, a successful candidate for therapy is one who can be invited to
internalize their problem.
At the time we were reading this paper, Michael and I were perplexed at how the conventional
interviews in the 1970s and 1980s turned common sense explanations of blame on its head.
Here the patient had to admit and confess to being to blame to receive ‘treatment’. And
remember this was a widely circulated and influential training for psychiatric interns from the
1960s onwards. You will notice as well how Scheff used the terms ‘internal’ and ‘external’ and
how the ‘external circumstances’ were ignored and putative treatment was postponed until she
‘internalized’ her concerns and in a manner of speaking ‘confessed’. Foucault’s analysis of
psychiatric treatments followed similar lines although he considered it aligned with the Catholic
religious practices of confession, penance and redemption (Besley, 2005).
How did Michael reject ‘internalizing of the Problem’ in favour of ‘externalizing of the
Problem’? As it turned out, I may have prompted him by doing something similar and
announcing that at the 3 Family Therapy Conference in Brisbane (1983) in a Plenary Address.
Garfinkels’ (1956) paper on ‘Rituals of Degradation’ had cited the psychiatric diagnostic
interview as one of its exemplars. In a play on words, I reversed what he described as the
‘degradation of status’ to the ‘regrading of status’ and suggested that as the purpose of an
interview. I would argue that so much of what distinguishes narrative therapy practice (e.g.,
consulting your consultants, co-researching, outsider and insider witnessing practices,
wonderfulness/virtue inquiries) all draw inspiration from the intention to ‘regrade’ the person
as determined or foretold by his/her diagnosis or Problem. In fact, I went so far as to divide
therapies by this distinction: degrading or the ‘missionary therapies’ in contrast to regrading or
‘anthropological therapies.’
rd
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Therapies of degradation are focused on so-called pathology. To do so requires some
notion or other of human or family perfectability or some philosophically or rationally
derived ‘truth’ which would lead to correct behaviour. Garfinkel (1956) defines the
status degradation ceremony as ‘any communicative work between persons whereby
the public identity of an actor is transformed into something looked down on as lower in
the social scheme of social types. The patient must surrender their identity to his/her
therapeutic mentor in advance of the latter’s reputation and prestige and admit
defeat…..Re-grading or anthropological therapies are informed by tolerance and
respect for human variation. They focus on changing and resourcefulness. They presume
no special truth to which they are privy, rather encourage others to pay attention to the
way things are and try to make the best of their experientially-based common
sense…Re-grading therapies are populist and assume personal responsibility and choice.
The practitioners are willing to suffer the indignity of their own imperfection; some even
appear to enjoy it. To do otherwise would be to tear themselves away from the joys and
sorrows of living….Re-grading therapies are based on co-operation rather than
surrender (Epston, 1989, p. 114-115).
This is how I believe Michael came to invent the term ‘externalizing the Problem.’ I write this
paper to pay our gratitude to those first two articles we exchanged in 1982 or so
which provided us with the terminology to turn language on its head to provide us with the
means to turn ‘practice’ on its head.
I ask myself why I had forgotten all about this until I recently recovered ‘Social Reality’(1973) in
Vermont. Well I expect it had a lot to do with the fact that before very long we found the next
book we ‘had been looking for, or perhaps, I should say the book was looking for us’: Jerome
Bruner: Actual Minds; Possible Worlds (1986).
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